1. AT CHANCELLORY REQUEST, PREPARING STUDY ON SOVIET EXPLOITATION EICHMANN CASE. SPECIFIC TITLE STUDY NOT YET KNOWN BY US BUT THIS IS GENERAL SUBJECT.

2. APPARENTLY WHILE IN BONN ORDERED STUDY TO BE MADE BY 21 FEBRUARY. NOW FEVERISHLY PREPARING AND TRANSLATING INTO ENGLISH. WE WILL HAVE OPPORTUNITY CHECK TRANSLATION LATE 22 FEBRUARY.

3. FIRST REQUESTED THAT WE CABLE HOCS ENTIRE TRANSLATION (STUDY REPORTEDLY ABOUT 20 PAGES) TO INSURE ARRIVAL BY TIME GETS TO WASHINGTON. HE LEAVING BY LUFTHANSA JET 23 FEBRUARY TO HANDCARRY STUDY AND ATTACHMENT TO WHO WILL REQUEST APPOINTMENT WITH FOR 24 FEBRUARY. ACTING ONLY AS COURIER AND NOT EXPECTED MEET WITH KUBARK.

4. FURTHER INDICATION CRASH BASIS THIS MATTER BEING HANDLED BY IS FACT DID NOT KNOW UNTIL 21 FEBRUARY THAT NE TO FLY WASH. DOES NOT EVEN HAVE ODYOKE VISA YET WHICH EXPECTS OBTAIN MORNING 23 FEBRUARY JUST PRIOR CATCHING PLANE.

5. THUS FAR WE HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE LEARN WHAT THIS ALL ABOUT.
COULD ONLY SAY THAT GOES BACK TO OLD ARRANGEMENT WHEREBY
WHEN WANTED GET SOMETHING TO SECSTATE COULD DO SO VIA
Said we would be given background details when
returns from Bonn.

END OF MESSAGE